
“The eyes don’t see 
what the mind 
doesn’t know.”

DH LAWRENCE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mary broached the water quality issue last month – I am going to continue that trendA book about water & social justice (injustice).  It is also a great read – stories within stories within stories. Woven into this “detective story” is stories about her Iraqi heritage, the history of the automobile industry in Michigan (good & bad), and history of scientists (many of them women) who influenced Dr. Mona.This a book that every person working in water (or making decisions about policy/budgets related to water) should read.  It shows the terrible outcomes that can happen when making policy decisions w/o a consideration of the unintended consequences.One more thing to remember – Flint is not an isolated incident.  This has happened in other cities – Washington DC being one of the most notorious (2002 vintage).  It went on for more than a decade w/ lots of cover up (have you ever heard of it?).  Dr. Mona (w/ a lot of key helpers) was able to prove the terrible consequences of lead in the water and make Flint the “poster child” for this water issue.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Despite what we heard on the first day of class – there are heroes and villains in this story.  There are also lots of folx somewhere in the middleI am an engineer, a water operator – I could be one of the people in this story.  Many of you probably have heard the Flint water story, but I have studied it because I work in this fieldI think we know about Flint water because serendipitously they had the Dream TeamDr. Mona – pediatrician, public health advocate & researcher who access to lead data in children and frankly a total “badass” (Rachel Maddow’s title)Mark Edwards – water quality engineer from VA Tech – knew the science of waterMiguel Del Torel – EPA insider who wrote the original memoLeAnne – determined activist – Flint residentElin – best friend and Environmental Engineer w/ a history in DC water crisisMark – her brother and environmental lawyer w/ a history of supporting/defending whistle blowers
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Timeline of Flint Water Crisis

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Timeline:Flint Water coming from Detroit – treated water.  Flint water plant took that water, polished it and delivered it to the residents of FlintBut Flint was in financial crisis & in 2011 the governor invoked an order and assigned an Emergency Manager usurping the power of local elected officials.  The EM only priority = put city in the black…Apr 2014 - Due to austerity measures implemented by the EM, Detroit water was deemed “too expensive” and the decision was made to switch to the Flint River and do primary treatment at the Flint plant Clearly they had little experience in primary treatment (a very tricky science) and immediately had multiple boil orders [this happens when you have coliform/bacteria positive hits in your routine testing]They bumped chlorine up, but too high.  When chlorine breaks down it makes DBPs. They had DBPs higher than the allowed limit (carcinogenic BTW) Later data showed the Legionnaires disease (a water borne disease) quadrupled after the switch (87 cases resulting in 12 deaths)Throughout this time activists were speaking out that the water was often brown, tasted/smelled bad & would give some people rashes when they bathed in it.October 2014 – GM was allowed to switch to a different water source because Flint water was too corrosive for their metal parts!  But the people of Flint were still told it was fine.Quick side bar on water treatment – lead exists in almost every plumbing systems (in solder, some service lines & even brass fixtures).  However, if we treat water properly a biofilm develops on the pipe & prevents metals (lead, copper, etc) from leaching into the water.  However, if your water is corrosive, you destroy the biofilm and metals get into the water.  So the lead pipes were always there (its no secret that they exist in all water systems); but it was the switch to Flint River water which was more corrosive that initiated the crisis. Jan 2015 – water coolers are installed in state offices in Flint even while the state was saying the water was safe to drink.June 2015 - Memo from EPA employee saying Flint is not using corrosion control (apparently it cost $80/day).  Which is against regs BTW. He “leaked” it July 2015 because he felt EPA was trying to bury it. He was crucified by the EPA and others (eventually exonerated).  Aug 26, 2015 – BBQ – Elin tells Mona that there is a problem w/ Flint water.Over the next 28 days Mona contacted/met folx from local, state, federal gov’t, hospital & university administrators, politicians, …..  She analyzed data, got add’l data.  Found allies and enemies.  Sep 21, 2015 – meeting w/ the mayor to present results.  Showed kids had higher lead levels after the switch.  Mayor refused to issue emergency order & backed EM using the line “everybody knows to flush for 5 minutes and never drink or cook with hot water” – Do you know that…? Finally when nobody else would issue a state of emergency to get folx to stop drinking the water, they held a press conference. Sep 24, 2015 – Dr. Mona presented the same data she showed the mayor to the press.  Press conference w/ baby bottle.  Got a lot of high profile press.State attacked her viciously, slandered her in the press.  She almost gave up at this point – however, her brother had warned her of TX of whistle blowers by the “establishment”.  She opted to fight through it and eventually won.Oct 1, 2015 – county declared a “state of emergency” (state still fighting and in CYA mode at this point)Oct 8, 2015 – water switched back to Detroit water  - this was done w/ gov’t resources & a large donation from a private foundation. But the damage had been done – biofilms were destroyed and can take a long time to reform.Jan 2016 – state still trying to cover their tails acknowledging crisis but trying to play it down (infamous head shaking press conference)Feb 2016 – governor comes to Dr Monas office to apologize and tell her he is proposing a slate of measures in the state budget to help Flint ($100M eventually passed).



“The crisis manifested itself in water and in the bodies of 

the most vulnerable among us, children….but this is also 

a story about the deeper crises we’re facing right now in 

our country: a breakdown in democracy; the 

disintegration of critical infrastructure; environmental 

injustice; the abandonment of civic responsibility and 

our deep obligations as human beings to care and 

provide for one another.”

“….it is also a story of how we came together and 

fought back, and how each of us, no matter who we are, 

has within us a piece of the answer.  We each have the 

power to fix things.”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Weave in the woman, woman of color, woman of small stature.When the state attacked her credibility, they used the loaded word “hysterical” often used to discredit women historically.When the governor comes to apologize near the end of the story.  “Hurley (the hospital where she worked) is a diverse place – lots of women, lots of people of color….. Now my tiny office was suddenly very crowded with dark suits, worn by 5 guys who were very tall & very white….. I felt like Bilbo Baggins when the dwarves kept showing up for the Unexpected Party at the beginning of the Hobbit.”This story has so many parallel themesRacismPovertyCorporate GreedRole of GovernmentBut also HopeLiving a life of purpose



“For decades, the city & state infrastructure had been neglected in 

order to save money.  State environmental & health agencies had 

been defunded, & great public servants had become disillusioned & 

retired leaving these agencies a shadow of what they were supposed 

to be.  All  the budget cuts and so-called fiscal “responsibility” had 

resulted in a winner-take-all culture, a disdain for regulations and 

career regulators, a rubber-stamping of bad ideas, a gross 

underfunding of environmental enforcement, limited understanding of 

& expertise in public health, and a disregard for the poor.”

A Cautionary Tale

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
EPA official actually wrote in a memo “I’m not so sure Flint is the community we want to go out on a limb for”.Carol’s added cautionary tale – be careful to study the consequences of your actions.  When I was a young energy engineer, I would tell people to turn down their water heaters in order to save energy.  I know now that was bad advice because it dramatically increases the risk of Legionaries' disease.Need to be careful about implementing water conservation measures w/o studying the potential water quality implications.  I could teach a whole class on what COVID taught us about low water use in buildings & water quality.



“My parents taught us, 

without even having to 

say the words, to believe 

in a better future and to 

work to create it – one 

that was fairer and kinder, 

that drew from the best in 

all of us.”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Finally – despite all she went through, she is an incredibly positive, hopeful person.  So I leave you with this.
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